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What we will cover
COVID-19 Economic Response
• Current economic picture – headline issues
• Insights from business and industry experts
• Emerging Economic Recovery Plan
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Economic Recovery
Planning

Proposed Economic Recovery Plan
• Prepared by Oxfordshire partners
• Refreshed economic baseline including
structural and labour market analysis
prepared by Steer ED and Cambridge
Econometrics
• Informed by insight sessions with business
leaders and experts in key thematic areas

• Plan will focus on 2-3 year horizon
• Maximise take up of current COVID 19
economic response measures
• Complement LIS Investment Plan
• Ready by January 2021
• Aligned with wider Oxfordshire Recovery
Planning (public health / community planning
/ resilience fora

Economic Impact of COVID-19 – Preliminary Findings
• Overall, Oxfordshire economy hit less hard than wider UK
due to underlying resilience and sectoral strengths
• Visitor economy most significantly affected
• Unemployment up but from historical low – keep eye on
impact of closure of furlough scheme into 2021
• Variation within/across Oxon - Cherwell and City more
impacted than other district areas
• Oxford struggling to recover footfall and city centre spend
relative to other cities
• Expectation of short contraction and strong recovery
• Opportunity to accelerate key strengths in economy as part
of recovery planning but will need investment in skills too

Claimant Count
 Rate still below UK, but relative increase higher
Claimant count – Percent of Working Age Population
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Job Retention Scheme take-up
 All areas lower/on-par with UK average in latest data,
but spatial variation within County . . .
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CBILS and BBLS Take Up in Oxfordshire
 1 Sept: 600 CBILS and 8600 BBLS offered (worth c£400m)
 Above UK average CBILS claims in Wantage (36% higher)
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Mobility pattern changes in Oxfordshire
 18th Oct: Transit stations down 34%, workplaces by 26%
 Workplace attendance & retail lower than UK average
Where people are spending their time relative to pre-COVID trends
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City Centre Footfall

Recovery Index

 Recovery below UK average . . . but above London
 Tourism-heavy cities hit harder
 Oxford 5th worst hit for relative footfall & 6th worse spend
– students/conferences/international visitors

Data Source: Centre for Cities
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Oxfordshire’s Visitor Economy







£137.5m revenue lost each month since lockdown
85% businesses with at least 50% reduction in revenue
72% had to close altogether
34% of businesses have lost staff – mostly to furlough
76% at risk of closure by end October without support
Impacts from Summer Schools, & Conference market
collapse

Data Source: Experience Oxfordshire
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Preliminary results - 1
 Short term: short & sharp contraction, fast recovery. Fewer job losses (-6k
jobs) than 2008-09 (-19k jobs)
 Long term: catch up with robust growth trajectory (as experienced past
decade), some 'lost growth' though
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Preliminary results - 2
 Much gentler employment contraction compared w. SE & UK
– protected by favourable sectoral structure
 Similar shaped recovery, but Oxfordshire expected to
maintain accelerated growth trajectory
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Preliminary results - 3
 South & West similar to county average. Vale of White Horse most resilient
(professional services, IT & Digital, Adv. Manufacturing)
 Cherwell & Oxford city most impacted (retail & leisure, tourism, education). Oxford
recovers later, but has bigger rebound
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Recovery by Sectors . . .
 Some sectors see shallow drop & rapid recovery: Professional Services,
Information & Communication, Manufacturing, & Real estate – circled in green.
 Retail, Transport, Accommodation & Food, & Arts, Entertainment & recreation are
harder hit & with slower subsequent recovery – circled in red.
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Business Insight Sessions – Headline Messages
• Business: significant variation but pandemic has exposed longer term
issues facing supply chains, property, technology investment and skills
• Inclusive Economy: Disadvantaged places must be fixed as part of
‘whole system recovery’ – now a vital part of economic renewal
• Jobs & Skills: Position won't clarify until end of Furlough scheme, but
clear that greater labour market flexibility will be crucial to recovery
• Rural Economy: Farming unscathed, tourism/events struggling but
opportunity for rural business to reinvent themselves
• Strategic Sites: Demand for R&D space higher than ever – need to
focus on where to encourage build-out and reimagine key hubs
• Town Centres: Oxford hard hit; spaces need repurposing
• Green Recovery: Strong public appetite for Green Recovery, but
business models not caught up raising usual cost/benefit conundrum
• Visitor Economy: Significant decline of international visitors & city
centre footfall and no staycation bounce depressing recovery potential
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Building Blocks for
Economic Recovery Plan

Economic Recovery Plan - Building Blocks
Key Components
• LIS Investment Plan – activities
which focus on labour market
and the arts and visitor economy
• Existing Activities – projects
which can be flexed and
repurposed to support recovery
eg business resilience plans and
grants to innovate new products

LIS
Investment
Plan

Additional
Interventions

• Response Measures – COVID
specific schemes eg Town Centres
Renaissance Programme
• Additional Interventions –
targeted proposals responding to
economic and market intelligence

Response
Measures

Existing
Activities

Oxfordshire Economic Recovery Plan
Timeline
• Finalise baseline data
• Prepare overarching plan focusing
on 2-3 year horizon
• Maximise take up of current
COVID 19 economic response
measures
• Identify specific targeted areas of
intervention linked to economic
baseline and market intelligence
• Ready by January 2021
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Any Questions?

